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Family Law 2019 more than forty years since its initial publication in 1978 the seventh edition of cases
and materials on family law gives students an introduction to family law that follows the field s
traditional and emerging forms in ways that are entirely fresh like earlier editions the seventh edition
weaves together cases statutes model codes policy narrative history transnational sources and
theory in highly accessible ways as it illuminates family law s dynamic relationship with the highly
variegated social landscape on which it rests the well known strengths of earlier editions treatment of
family law s many equality themes have been updated and expanded to feature deep engagements at family
law s intersection with different axes of inequality including race ethnicity gender gender identity and
expression sexual orientation and class
Cases and Materials on International Law 2011-05-19 rev ed update cases and materials on
international law robert mccorquodale martin dixon
Problems in Contract Law 2019-02-01 in problems in contract law cases and materials ninth edition by
charles l knapp nathan m crystal and harry g prince a balance of traditional and contemporary cases
reflect the development and complexity of contract law explanatory notes and text place classic and
contemporary cases in their larger legal context while questions and problem exercises bridge theory and
practice adaptable for instructors with different teaching techniques this successful book includes
various perspectives and contractual settings and offers a highly intelligent contemporary treatment of
contract law it can easily be used in teaching by traditional case analysis through problem based
instruction or using theoretical inquiry new to the ninth edition seven new cases that reflect advances in
or improved statements of contract law two restored cases kirksey v kirksey and hill v jones that
provide valuable perspectives on fundamental areas of contract law eight new problems including seven
net additions and one replacement to provide more review options for teachers and students and to add
contemporary fact patterns a new two color design featuring interesting photographs illustrating
people and places discussed in some of the cases editing of note and text material to reduce length
without affecting coverage reorganization of text and comment material to focus comments primarily on
historical developments allowing professors flexibility in assigning or deleting comments student
accessibility to deleted cases from prior editions through connected casebook allowing professors the
further flexibility of continuing to easily assign cases for which they have a particular preference
professors and students will benefit from flexible application for professors with various teaching
methodologies traditional problem theoretical and practical a mixture of classic and contemporary
cases the authors emphasis on accessibility of the material rejecting a hide the ball approach review
questions at the end of each chapter that are primarily designed for students to perform self assessments
of their grasp of the material answers with explanations are included in an appendix within the book
International Criminal Law 2015 hardbound new hardbound print book
Cases and Materials on Criminal Law 2016 the fourth edition of cases and materials on criminal law
includes 26 new extracts covering a range of topics including the principle of legality punishment
causation consent in rape cases dolus eventualis knowledge of unlawfulness common purpose conspiracy
consensual child sexual experimentation defamation robbery corruption contempt of court racketeering
and criminal confiscation
Cases and Materials on Criminal Law 2010-09-30 an array of carefully selected case report and
academic article extracts combined with author commentary to provide a thorough and engaging
assessment of criminal law provisions
Complete Criminal Law 2018 complete criminal law offer students a carefully blended combination of
the subject s concepts cases and commentary a combination which encourages critical thinking stimulates
analysis and promotes a complete understanding
International Law 1987 softbound new softbound print book
Judicial Process 2017 this text draws together in one volume a selection of cases materials and
background information on public international law supplemented by expert commentary and analysis
Cases and Materials on International Law 2010 cases and materials in company law is well established



as the best casebook on company law available it covers all vital cases and combines sophisticated
commentary with well chosen notes and questions this edition retains the original successful structure
and style whilst being fully updated to reflect changes following the companies act 2006
Cases and Materials in Company Law 2007-10-04 text is designed for an upper level division course and
it serves as a useful source and reference book for students once they are in practice in depth coverage of
the nature of complex litigation
Complex Litigation 2004 this softcover book contains a complete unchanged reprint of chapters 1 and
21 33 of lee richardson and lawson s criminal procedure cases and materials second edition please see
that description for more about the highlights and approach of the book the pagination is the same in this
softcover book as it is in the hardcover version
Criminal Procedure 2018-03-21 of notes excerpted commentary problems questions edited cases
statutory material to reinforce important concepts in the text what s new in the fifth edition extensive
treatment of limited liability companies limited liability partnerships new developments in insider trading
material on the impact of outside directors on corporate performance complete revision of the treatment
of indemnification now including mayer v executive telecard ridder v cityfed a new section on the private
securities litigation reform act this book delivers timely complete authoritative coverage in a flexible
format that is easily adapted to your class length teaching method
Cases and Materials on Corporations 2004 softbound new softbound print book
Cases and Materials on Statutory Interpretation 2012 hardbound new hardbound print book
Property, Cases and Materials 1992-10 international business law cases and materials is a timely and
useful book uncounted millions of international transactions occur daily as goods and services are
purchased across the national boundaries of some 200 political units capital flows from nation to
nation and so to a lesser extent do jobs as companies seek more favorable locations for their business
operations the rules laws governing these exchanges quickly become complex as persons and governments
from different countries are involved if problems arise in a cross border relationship whose rules apply
what forums are available to resolve disputes are there tax implications to the transaction if so where
these and similar questions need to be factored into the decision to go overseas each of the six chapters
in this book begins with a brief overview of the subject matter followed by short previews of the chosen
case examples the primary content of the chapters consists of some 120 court and arbitration decisions
in real disputes between real parties the actual text of the decisions in these cases has been edited some
excerpts are quite brief others are more substantial most background facts have been summarized by the
author but the edited decision part of each case is quoted from the actual recorded text of the court or
arbitrator who decided it clearly a minute sample from tens of thousands of cases cannot provide
comprehensive coverage of what all the world s legal rules are our objectives here are simply to indicate
some of the major potential flash points of doing international business to illustrate some of the
significant differences in the applicable legal rules and to provide an exposure to the language and
process by which international business disputes are resolved fore warned is fore armed being aware of
these potential trouble spots a sensible business manager will presumably consider them in making the
decision to engage in cross border transactions and take appropriate steps to avoid or minimize potential
adverse consequences chapter i of this book introduces international law its course of development and
its two major sources custom and treaties chapter ii examines the use of national and international
courts and arbitrators to resolve cross border disputes chapter iii provides basic coverage of the united
nations convention on contracts for the international sale of goods when it applies how the sale
contract is formed when risk of loss on the goods passes from seller to buyer and what responsibilities
the seller has for the quality of the goods sold chapter iv looks at some of the legal questions that
might arise in conducting cross border commercial operations employment issues intellectual property
issues and investment issues chapter v considers potential questions regarding taxation of international
activities and the regulation of adverse environmental effects chapter vi reviews the efforts by national
governments to apply their competition regulations to international business transactions and the
difficulties that private parties might have in attempting to enforce legal claims against governments and
their agencies while these are surely not the only legal issues that might arise in connection with



international business they do constitute a significant set of concerns of which managers need to be
aware as they venture into the international stream of commerce
Complex Litigation 2021-05-25 hick s name appears first on the earlier edition
International Business Law: Cases and Materials 2015-08-09 this casebook comprises a wide selection
of cases and materials to illustrate the law and place it within its legal and commercial context the
cases and relevant statutes are illuminated with insightful author commentary as the authors highlight
difficulties and complexities in the law encouraging students to take their understanding to a deeper level
Hicks & Goo's Cases and Materials on Company Law 2011 written by leading experts who have shaped
and defined the law of restitution the book provides an authoritative and scholarly guide to the subject
the second edition of this seminal title continues the formula of the first edition by combining a
comprehensive coverage of cases with extracts from leading academic authorities
Contract 2001 this casebook organizes contemporary foreign as well as u s case law and literature to
equip law students with the knowledge they need to engage in international intellectual property
practice in both transactional and litigation settings carefully selected materials also expose students
to the social economic and cultural considerations that underpin intellectual property law around the
world each field of law copyright patent trademark unfair competition trade secrets industrial design is
introduced by a comprehensive author s note placing the field in its international and comparative law
context and extensive notes on the cases and materials fill in relevant details including currently and
historically important topics a substantially expanded teacher s guide offers step by step help to
teaching every case and doctrine
Cases and Materials on the Law of Restitution 2007 a special course adoption price is available for an
order of six or more copies from a university bookstore contact sales us brill com or sales nl brill com
to learn more this second edition of cases and materials on the law of the sea has been updated to
address significant developments that have occurred in the law of the sea since the publication of the
first edition in 2004 the text compiles cases treaties u n documents commentaries and other teaching
materials that systematically present law of the sea topics while placing those issues in the broader
context of international law and international legal process the book incorporates relevant historical
materials alongside materials addressing more recent topics such as port security the depletion of fish
stocks and the operation of new international institutions extensive notes and discussion questions
engage readers and enhance their understanding of the materials
International Intellectual Property Law 2012 this classic casebook now in its 9th edition offers first
year students a solid and inviting introduction to contract law recognizing both the english and
american common law traditions and bringing them into our age of statutes most particularly the
uniform commercial code like earlier editions the 9th edition features carefully selected cases well
tailored notes and problems and authoritative textual discussions of major developments in current
contract law these include the meaning of assent and agreement with particular focus on the online
environment and in the context of mandatory arbitration clauses attention to comparative and
international approaches and accessible discussion of theoretical underpinnings of contract doctrine the
importance of which remain a mainstay of this new edition the casebook is ecumenical in its outlook
presenting a well balanced approach that is usable by professors with a wide range of theoretical
outlooks and pedagogical styles cases are situated within a variety of disciplines history economics
philosophy and ethics and present the law in a variety of typical settings commercial familial employment
consumer real estate and so on the 9th edition will feel familiar yet fresh to current users and both
exciting and comfortable to newcomers
Cases and Materials on the Law of the Sea, Second Edition 2014-05-08 art cultural heritage and the
law is one of the first and most comprehensive legal casebooks to address the rapidly emerging fields of
art and cultural heritage law it is also distinctive in its extensive use of an interdisciplinary approach
with accompanying images to illustrate the artworks discussed in the legal materials the fourth edition
continues the tradition of the earlier editions in focusing on the meaning of the art works and cultural
objects that are at the heart of an increasing number of legal disputes this book addresses artists rights
freedom of expression copyright and moral rights the functioning of the art market dealers and auction



houses warranties of quality and authenticity transfer of title and recovery of stolen art works and
the role of museums and cultural heritage including the fate of art works and cultural objects in time of
war the international trade in art works and cultural objects the historic archaeological and
underwater heritage of the united states and indigenous cultures focusing on restitution of native
american cultural objects and human remains and the appropriation of indigenous culture the inclusion of
images of many of the art works and cultural objects at issue helps students to understand why these
disputes occur and why the litigants feel so strongly about the outcomes the fourth edition retains the
basic structure of the earlier editions while updating all relevant case law legislation and policies it
includes cutting edge legal developments such as cariou v prince the berkshire museum deaccessioning
decision trustees of the corcoran gallery v district of columbia the knoedler gallery cases foreign
sovereign immunities act cases williams v national gallery of art philipp v federal republic of germany
rubin v iran and decsepel v hungary konowaloff v metropolitan museum of art okinawa dugong v mattis
navajo nation v dep t of interior and navajo nation v urban outfitters treatment of new legislation
includes the holocaust era art recovery act the foreign cultural exchange jurisdictional immunity
clarification act and the protect and preserve international cultural property act a new section
examines the intersection of human rights and cultural heritage while expanded sections address the use
of civil forfeiture in art recovery cases museum policies on acquisition of antiquities and the use of
proceeds realized from the sale of art works from museum collections and comparative analysis of
market country implementation of the 1970 unesco convention
Contracts 2019 entertainment law cases and materials in established and emerging media is an exciting
new book that contains cases interviews with celebrities and other materials that educates its readers
about the complicated entertainment business to capture first hand knowledge of the entertainment
business burr has interviewed widely throughout the united states australia england germany spain and
switzerland the celebrities featured in this book include academy award and grammy winners as well as
best selling authors and tv stars it opens with a chapter on the globalization of the entertainment
industry and explains how mastering u s entertainment law helps qualify lawyers to work abroad
Introduction to the Study of Law 2019 this open source casebook is the sixth edition of a casebook
using the h2o opencasebook platform of harvard s berkman center this casebook is intended to be used as
the main casebook for an introductory course on the law of corporations because is subject to a
creative commons license and can be printed via amazon createspace it is available to students at a very
modest cost alternatively students can read and access the cases and materials online via the h20
platform at opencasebook org at no cost this casebook and the h2o opencasebook platform are part of
an effort by educators to make high quality course materials and casebooks available to students at
reasonable prices although this course is called an introduction to the law of corporations it is better
understood as a more general business organizations course the materials in this casebook cover
delaware corporate code exclusively however your learning during this semester long course will not be
limited to the corporate law we will start the class with an online course covering the basic concepts
of agency agency is the single most important building block required to understand the corporate law
agency is also an essential building block to understand the laws governing other forms of business
organization during the course of this semester you will be introduced to other forms of business
organization including partnership limited liability companies nonprofit corporations and public benefit
corporations most of your introduction to these other forms will come through a series of online
courses covering the basic concepts and rules for each of the forms you should plan to complete all of
these courses including the accompanying quizzes in canvas by the dates set forth in the syllabus as you
are working on the online courses in class we will focus on the corporate form the delaware corporate
code and the delaware common law of corporations because the corporate law is so much more extensive
than the laws of other business forms like for example the law governing llcs courts often lean heavily
on the corporate law and apply it by analogy to other forms when they are in search of persuasive
authority by becoming expert in the corporate law you will find it easy to translate that knowledge
and apply it other business organizations much of the work of the corporate lawyer starts with the
code as such we will start with an in depth examination of the corporate code although we could study



the model code or the massachusetts code for most corporate lawyers the delaware corporate law
will be central to their practice sixty percent of all publicly traded corporations are delaware
corporations with respect to private corporations they are typically incorporated in the state in which
they are physically located or they are incorporated in delaware beyond the code delaware has a very
deep corporate common law it is in the corporate common law that the courts have developed the law
of corporate fiduciary duties it is through fiduciary duties that the corporate law attempts to
regulate the relationship between stockholders and the corporation between managers and the
corporation as well as the relationships of controlling stockholders and minority stockholders
delaware s treatment of the corporate common law is so extensive that it is not at all uncommon at
all for the courts of other states to refer to or cite delaware corporate law cases when deciding
questions involving their own corporate law the delaware corporate law is the closest we have to a
lingua franca in the us for corporate law the fiduciary duties of corporate directors are tested most
often in the context of corporate takeovers the corporate takeover materials in this casebook attempt
to highlight the most important issues in takeover situations as well as the court s doctrinal efforts
to mitigate the transaction costs that arise in these situations
Art, Cultural Heritage, and the Law 2011 casebook supplement to cohen varat s to constitutional
law cases and materials 11th it features edited cases and original text released since the casebook
Entertainment Law 2018-10-23 sealy worthington s text cases materials in company law is well
established as one of the foremost texts its field vital extracts are supplemented by sophisticated
commentary and well chosen notes and questions taking into account the most recent developments in the
field
Introduction to the Law of Corporations: Cases and Materials 2006-08-11 cases materials on criminal
law is an essential and practical tool for all students following courses in criminal law book jacket
Constitutional Law, Cases and Materials 2016 this the first casebook in the united states devoted
exclusively to trade secret law is challenging yet user friendly to students in order to facilitate
understanding of the material the book is designed to be used by law and business students with no prior
background in intellectual property law throughout the authors have made conscious and thoughtful
decisions about the way in which the information is presented and organized the general organization
follows a logical analytical approach to understanding trade secret law with the chapters
progressing from proving the essential elements of a trade secret claim to defensive tactics and remedies
managing trade secrets and criminal actions it also addresses employment management and international
issues
Sealy and Worthington's Text, Cases, and Materials in Company Law 1993 the new edition of this
popular casebook is thoroughly updated and refreshed adding nine new cases and numerous notes to
replace old ones and address additional issues the objectives of the eighth edition remain very much the
same as they were for its predecessors first to help the student develop the skills of statutory analysis
by engaging with a comprehensive code that contains critical definitions and numerous cross references
second to help the student understand the substantive law of sales the materials consist of cases text
notes questions and problems the cases have been selected for their effectiveness as teaching materials
the text and notes explain the business background of the disputes the questions push the student to
understand and often challenge the reasoning of the courts the problems require the student to apply the
learning of the cases to new situations the student must master the intricacies of the code and dig deeply
into the language of the statute and the official comments working back and forth among the various
sections that are relevant to the solution the book is suitable for use in both upper level and first year
courses for teachers who so prefer the course can be taught almost entirely through use of the
problems
Cases and Materials on Criminal Law 2012 this updated edition enables greater understanding of key
points while also retaining the essence and core of each judgment in question
Cases and Materials on Trade Secret Law 2020-06-12 public law text cases and materials explores
how the law works in practice the key institutions legal principles and conventions that underpin the
public law of the uk are brought to life through the inclusion of extracts from key sources which are



explained and critiqued by the authors
Cases and Materials on Sales 2008 view or download the free 2016 online supplement for this product
here this book offers a comprehensive survey of the major concepts and doctrines in criminal law describing
both the common law and the model penal code approaches to each issue a unique feature of this book is
that the cases used to illustrate major concepts are designed to be provocative and teachable the facts
of virtually every case lend themselves to creative teaching and lively class discussion and will stick in
the memories of both instructor and students meanwhile the lucidly organized notes following the cases
deliver both doctrine and interesting highlights clearly and concisely criminal law cases and materials is
also accompanied by a comprehensive teacher s manual this book also is available in a three hole punched
alternative loose leaf version printed on 8 5 x 11 inch paper with wider margins and with the same
pagination as the hardbound book
Contract Cases and Materials 2018 this brand new copyright casebook differs from other copyright
law casebooks in a number of respects first this casebook emphasizes the essential materials at the heart
of the subject the result is a streamlined and exceptionally clear casebook in which the main themes ideas
and theories in this exciting and dynamic field are not obscured by extraneous readings second the
casebook takes full advantage of technology by providing access to a companion website containing an
extensive library of additional modules topics edited cases notes problems and audio visual materials
from cases and hypotheticals for use in class the book is authored by two experts in the field who have
written extensively about copyright the arts and the impact of new technology the approach is both
practical and theoretically sophisticated with a particular focus on the latest controversies in the
field
Text, Cases, and Materials on Criminal Law 2020-08-07
Criminal Law 2019
Public Law 2008
Criminal Law 2008
Copyright Law
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